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 Irrespective of different forms and strategies implementing for securing 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), there are very less strategies that offers 

cost effective security over heterogeneous network. Therefore, this paper 

presents an integrated set of different processes that emphasize over secure 

routing, intellectual and delay-compensated routing, and optimization 

principle with a sole intention of securing the communication to and from the 

sensor nodes during data aggregation. The processed system advocates the 

non-usage of complex cryptography and encourages the usage of probability 

their and analytical modelling in order to render more practical 

implementation. The simulated outcome of study shows that proposed 

system offers reduced delay, more throughputs, and reduced energy 

consumption in contrast to existing system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The upgrading in the micro-electro-mechanical systems with digital electronics and network 

communication technologies have made possible to employ low cost, automated and intelligent device for 

different qualities of purposes in both indoor application and outdoor application [1]. This device is capable 

with sensing task and performs communication through a wireless channel, and it is popularly known as 

WSN (wireless sensor network). Therefore, WSN is a collection of several sensors latched with tiny nodes 

that perform together various operations such as environmental sensing, data collection and processing, 

and performs communication among other sensor nodes through radio link transmission frequency [2]. 

The nodes in WSN are miniature and also called as motes which consist of a micro-control device, 

transistors and equipped with the fixed battery source. The objectives of sensors are to sense the event 

(temperature, humidity, air, soil quality and object) occurred in the region of interest and therefore nodes 

perform further data processing and communication processes as per application requirement [3]. 

Furthermore, the sensor nodes are resource constraints (limited energy, limited processing capacity, fixed 

storage and limited sensing range) in nature due to its low cost and small size structure. Nowadays, WSNs 

are highly taken in remote applications that employed by several industries and organisation such as forest, 

healthcare organisation for patient monitoring and elderly care, government and military application for 

surveillance, security, and target tracking, home automation, weather forecasting, home, school, office for 

monitoring purposes and also it utilizes in industrial application for automation and control processes [4]. 

Although, the WSN application is mostly based on the real-time data information and due to its resource 
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constraints nature, its open numbers of security challenges towards itself.  Usually, WSNs are highly 

deployed in a hostile environment and left to be alone which makes it vulnerable to several attacks. 

Various researchers have discussed the issues related with WSN security [5-7] and proposed several 

different security solutions to preserve its privacy and to provide robust protection with considering its 

resource limitations [8-10]. Hence, providing an energy efficient security mechanism in WSN is not a simple 

job. Therefore, there is a need of optimal security approach that keeps WSN secure, reliable, long life 

functioning, and preserve from the various attacks. This paper presents a discussion of novel solution that is 

meant for balancing the security demands as well as energy related demands of wsn. Algorithm is briefd in 

Section 2 while result is discussed in Section 3 and summary in Section 4. 

This section presents state of the art in the domain of WSN security for realizing the current status 

of progress in WSN applications. The work taken in the study of Illiano et al. [11] have considered the 

problem of malevolent data insertion in the WSN and presented an optimization algorithm to improve the 

event detection operation and to enhance the efficiency of anomaly detection in WSN. The work carried out 

by Mohindru, and Singh [12] came out with the energy efficient node validation algorithm based on the 

cryptographic concept to detect the node replication attacks and prevent WSN from other node compromised 

attacks. By considering resource constraint property of sensor nodes the work of Poriye and Upadhyaya [13] 

have offered a new security scheme based on the DNA cryptography technique and secures socket layer 

protocol to increase the level of sensor node security in WSN. 

Venkatraman and Kumar et al. [14] have presented a smart control system based on a distributed 

system of automation concept to secure the whole network from malicious attacks, to improve data reliability 

and to enhance the overall performance of sensor network. Movassaghi et al. [15] presents a spectrum 

allocation dependent novel interference mitigation approach for wireless body area network in order to 

improve its QoS. Li et al. [16] have analyses some existing authentication techniques that carried for real-

time WSN application. The findings of the presented investigation show that the current techniques are still 

in a critical phase that suffers from data loss attack and less user anonymity and friendliness. The work of 

Chen et al. [17] have invented an advanced, intelligent and reliable routing protocol based on opportunistic 

routing technique to achieve higher accuracy data transmission within a fixed interval of time for Cyber-

physical system WSN. 

Singh et al. [18] have utilized the concepts of Fuzzy system and neural network and developed an 

enhanced hybrid interference detection system to identify the different types of attacks and to become aware 

of compromised nodes in the WSN. Zhang et al. [19] uses Elliptic Curves Cryptography technique for key 

exchange protocol anonymously in the WSN. The experimental outcomes show that the presented technique 

achieves better security mechanism, but it has a disadvantage that it consumes higher energy. Tian et al. [20] 

have introduced a modified version of mixed integer and nonlinear programming and gave a joint approach 

of full duplex and security by considering cross-layer optimization to improve the energy utilization, 

spectrum efficiency and to enhance the security level. Alves et al. [21] have argued that SDN (Software 

defined network) have the capability to provide better flexibility in WSN. The authors have presented an 

SDN based model to handle node deployment and efficient distribution of a symmetric key.   

Zhang et al. [22] constructed an Intrusion detection system based on self-adaptive and active trust 

threshold mechanism to detect malicious behavior and to control overhead problem in WSN. Zhu et al. [23] 

have presented an overview of physical layer security in IWSNs to point out some challenges and essential 

requirements to improve both security and IWSN overall performance. Rana [24] has presented a distributed 

estimation technique for controlling cyber attacks and stabilization technique for controlling packet loss in 

the electric vehicles. Kumar et al. [25] focused on the issue related with secure localization of sensor nodes 

and presented a secure localization algorithm to protect the sensor nodes from the outsider attack and as well 

as it also monitors the insider node to detect compromised node in the network. Faisal et al. [26] have created 

a novel scheme based on receive signal strength mechanism to counter the identity replication attack on the 

IEEE 802.11 based wireless ad-hoc network. 

The work carried out by the Liu et al. [27] have presented an improved distributed estimation 

technique based on least mean square algorithm to tackle the problem of secure estimation over WSN under 

the presence of attacks. Nurellari et al. [28] presents, a reliable scheme to investigate the compromised nodes 

and to control their behaviors toward the data fusion process. Tayebi et al. [29] have given an improved 

chaotic based direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique in order to enhance the security of chaotic-

DSSS dependent WSN. The work carried out by Shen et al. [30] uses Id-based aggregation signature 

technique for improving the security level of data integrity in WSN. The experimental effects display that the 

presented method achieves provides excellent protection as well as it minimizes storage cost and reduces 

bandwidth. Naik and Nayak [31] have presented its involvement by demonstrating classifications of 

predictable cost-estimation methods and after that investigates the investigation trends towards commonly 

addressed issues in it. Kulkarni et al. [32] have illustrated a real-time design of effective examining and 
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control of grid power technique by using the remote cloud server. This study also focused to use the remote 

cloud server to fetch, examine as well as control the real-time energy method data to enhance the worldwide 

control and reply time. Benslimane and BenAhmed [33] have introduced a novel lightweight key 

management procedure which permits the inhibited node into the 6loWPAN network to transmit captured 

data to internet host in the secure channel. The next section discusses about the problems associated with the 

strategies introduced in the existing system. 

The significant research problems are as follows: 

1. Existing studies considers security implementation without considering various energy-related factors that 

doesn’t offer energy efficiency. 

2. Existing solutions for security are more inclined towards specific forms of attack in WSN and hence the 

solution has very less scope of implementation towards other attacks. 

3. Existing solutions are incapable of identifying the form of the malicious intention incorporated within the 

routing request that fails to identify the degree of vulnerability. 

4. There is no much discussion of the optimization technique within the sensor network that could offer a 

good retention of energy and more resistivity against the routing principle. 

Therefore, the problem statement of the proposed study can be stated as “Developing a secure, 

intellectual, and optimizated routing principle in WSN is one of the most computationally challenging 

task”. The next section briefs of the solution against such problems 

This part of the proposed study is a continuation of prior work [34]. The proposed system targets to 

offer higher degree of secure communication system with equal emphasis on energy efficiency. The complete 

proposed system is classified into three processes that emphasize on incorporating secure routing, intellectual 

routing, and optimization process. Figure 1 highlights the proposed implementation plan.  
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Figure 1. Effects of selecting different switching under dynamic condition 

 

 

Referring Figure 1, the first process refers to addressing non-usage of conventional cryptographic 

scheme in order to introduce a simple hashing-based encryption along with dynamic key management.  

The second process refers to address the problems associated with symptomatic solutions towards similar 

attacks in WSN. It ensures that irrespective of any forms of attack, the proposed system offers to identify and 

compensate delay factor that generates intrusion. The final process of optimization is carried out using a very 

simple approach of identifying the malicious request and barring them from joining the network.  

The prominent contribution of the proposed system is its usage of simple and cost-effective approach to offer 

security and energy efficiency. The next section discusses about the system design elaborating more about 

the design principles.  

 

 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Incorporating a security scheme in WSN is not a simple task as can be seen from various existing 

research approaches till date. The prominent problem of existing security approaches are that they are less 

practical and highly theoretical while the route cause of this problem is one i.e. design doesn’t consider 

various essential and comprehensive factors that are directly linked to security performance.The development 
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of the proposed logic is carried out on the basis of the multiple integrated processes in order to retain 

maximum level of security over the communication process in WSN. The discussions of the different 

processes are as follows:  

 

2.1.  Secure routing process 

This process implements a graph theory where probability logic is incorporated for ensuring robust 

authentication scheme along with energy efficiency considering the case of heterogeneous WSN. This is the 

first process module that emphasizes on an effective generation of key, dynamic mobility of the sensor, and 

authenticates the cluster key. The mechanism for key generation is responsible for generating a secret key in 

such a way that even of this secret key is stolen it will be of no use for the attacker. Referring to Figure 1, 

this module introduces a communication model considering cluster head, member node, and base station.  

The security aspects of this process use simple public key encryption that uses simple pseudorandom number 

generation method to generate a secret key of public type while private key is obtained by splitting.  

This operation has a significant advantage to incorporate both forward and backward secrecy. Another 

important part of this design principle is that it offers increasing layer of encryption using very lightweight 

mechanis of hashing. The mechanism of the mobility is associated with randomly positions within the 

simulation area. This phenomenon will mean that there is never a defined pattern of movement. 

This mechanism is constructed using simple hashing and usage of pseudorandom numbers. 

The next process is all about authencating cluster key that is essentially meant for validating a 

cluster head. According to this mechanism, any information associated with the victim sensor (i.e. cluster 

head) is forwarded to the neighboring sensors as an update that is further spread until and unless it reaches 

the last node present in the network. In this process, the forwarding sensor transmits a beacon bearing the 

information of compromised node (that could be either cluster head or member node or both). This message 

is subjected to decryption by the clusterhead and the information associated with this decryption is updated 

by both cluster head as well as its member node. The authentication is carried out by checking the presence 

of decrypted key within the neighboring sensors that confirms that there is a presence of used (or malicious) 

key and hence that specific key is discarded or else it is considered. An interesting fact to observe is that 

proposed process doesn’t include any form of complex cryptographic mechanism other than usage of hashing 

and pseudorandom operation, which is very much lightweight and doesn’t include more memory or 

processing capability within the sensor to execute them for invoking the security features. Shows in Figure 2 

design principle of secure routing process. 

 

2.2.  Intelligent routing process 

The first process is responsible for carrying out initial operation of authentication for ensuring 

secure routes; however; it needs more behavioural information for boosting up its security features. 

Hence, this second process implements a novel mechanism of inter-arrival time to investigate its necessary 

impact over the security feature. The backbone of the proposed system is controlled using a novel form of 

control message that uses three forms of message i.e. i) first message for generating beacons, ii) second 

message for broadcasting beacons, and iii) third message for authenticating beacons. The next action 

considered in this process is linked with the computation of the delay which is meant indirectly to control any 

form of network as well as computational overhead owing to the authentication mechanism dicussed in the 

first process. This process also introduces a novel and simple objective function that is responsible for 

minimizing the energy consumption, which will mean that amount of energy allocated will be checked for 

single and double hops as well as size of packets. If an allocated energy is found to be surplus as compared to 

the genuine energy required than surplus energy will be minimized. However, this process doesn’t occur 

frequently. Hence, if the energy is found devoid of having surplus amount that the proposed system looks for 

an alternative secured link with lesser inter-arrival time. This operation not only assists in positively leading 

all the packets in safer routes but also minimizes any form of possible delays. Hence, the delay factor is 

compensated at the end at any cost in this model. Therefore, this process acts as complementary to the first 

process of secure routing scheme. Shows in Figure 3 design principle of intelligent routing process. 
 

2.3.  Optimization process 

The prime problem to be addressed in this phase of the work is to identify and resist the type of 

attack that tampers the programmes embedded in the commercial sensor application. Usually, commercial 

sensor applications are highly prone to various forms of unknown and anonymous service request from the 

adversarial node. Such adversarial nodes are quite hard to be identified and thereby it is difficult to capture/ 

encapsulate the adversary. The complete basis of this part of the study is a new adversarial module which has 

the potential to access and control the programming object of the sensor node that finally leads to physical 

node capture. However, the scope will be only limited towards capturing programming object by the 
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malicious node and how the proposed system resists it. The study will use similar communication model used 

in prior section but will introduce a novel adversarial model. The study will apply analytical modelling 

approach with formulation of a programming object. An authentication module will be developed which will 

be responsible for authenticating the challenge generated by the node. After the authentication is carried out 

by the node, the next step will be to apply probabilistic data structure in order to securely store the 

programming object of a sensor node. This phenomenon is a type of novel sandboxing mechanism that any 

sensor node will be using in order to secure checks the legitimacy of the incoming route request. In case of 

legitimate request, a secure route will be established; however, in case of illegitimate request, the sensor node 

is still safe as any change the programming object invokes to sandbox renders instantly the forced damage of 

the data structure and a new probabilistic data structure is developed. Before, forwarding the secured routing 

information, the mechanism also checks for the probability of the true positive or negative in the notification 

generated from the sandboxing mechanism. This will be carried out in order to perform a second check on 

the validity of the notification about the malicious node. A novel optimization policy will be then constructed 

which will use an extremely lightweight cryptographic module without an extensive recursive operation in 

order to have better suitability with the real time sensor operation. Finally, the system will perform filtration 

for the legitimate and illegitimate task from the requestor node. Shows in Figure 4 design primciple of 

optimization process. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Design principle of 

secure routing process 

 
 

Figure 3 Design principle of 

intelligent routing process 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Design principle of optimization process 

 

 

3. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

The implementation of the proposed system is carried out using MATLAB over normal system 

configuration using 1000 x1200 m2 simulation area with 100 sensors.  The complete analysis is carried out 

with respect to outcome of each phase to exhibit its potential capability of offering security and reducing 

energy dissipation. 
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Figure 5. Analysis of overall energy consumption 

 
 

Figure 6. Analysis of overall energy consumption 

 

 

Figure.5 and Figure.6 is a comparative analysis of secured routing process where the proposed 

system is shown to be compared with the existing energy efficient LEACH algorithm. The study outcome 

shows that proposed system over quite low rate of energy consumption as well as higher throughput with 

increasing number of simulation rounds. The outcome shows that the proposed system also offers a 

significant scalability in its performance while offering security of higher. The prime reason behind this 

outcome is that proposed system discussed in secured routing process doesn’t use any form of potential 

encryption or any other form of iterative principle that makes the operation quite faster resulting in lesser 

energy consumption and higher throughput. LEACH algorithm fails to do so as they offer good energy 

efficiency but their clustering operation is based on centrality principle which is non-practical. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Analysis of residual energy 

 
 

Figure 8. Analysis of delay 

 

 

Figure.7 and Figure.8 is a comparative analysis of proposed system with secured-LEACH [35]. It is 

because of the reason that this algorithm is the only standard conventional algorithm that claims of 

incoporrating key management for security and hierarchical clustering for energy efficiency. All the activity 

carried out by proposed system is mainly related to checking the control messages for searching the nodes 

and controlling topology. Based on this, every routing and accessibility decision is undertaken by the sensors. 

With increasing simulation, the network gains more information owing to presence of auxiliary nodes which 

is responsible for lowering the network overhead. Moreover, usage of probability parameter further assists in 

faster computation and lower iterative operation that results in very slower pace of energy consumption for 

proposed system. However, SecLeach is not found to offer much resistivity against energy drainage and 

hence it shows faster degradation of energy thereby reducing the network lifetime in WSN. It was also seen 

the complete processing time of proposed system is 85% faster as compared to the existing approach. Hence, 

proposed system offers better energy efficiency over increased period of time. The complete implementation 

techniques show that proposed system offers enhanced security operation and is resistive against all major 

forms of threats irrespective of their specific adversarial behaviour.  
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4. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents a discussion of a solution that is meant for offering practical security features 

within resource constraint sensors. The significant contribution of the proposed system are as follows: i) The 

proposed system offers approximately45% increased throughput as compared to existing secured and 

hierarchical energy efficiency protocols, ii) the applicability of proposed system is more on heterogeneous 

network while majorty of the existing security solutions are only directed towards homogeneous WSN, iii) 

the proposed system can successfully reduce the energy consumption and increase the network lifetime to 

more than 67% in contrast with existing system,  and iv) proposed system offers capability to identify and 

resist malicious request and hence they are capable of resisting majority of attacks and hence the solution is 

not attack specific.  
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